About Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc.

Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc., is a trusted partner to a broad spectrum of customers across all industries, enabling them to realize the maximum value from their communications networks. We are a market-leading U.S.-based manufacturer of network equipment and a top U.S. patent holder in optical networking. Our solutions combine the best wireline, wireless, and software technology with extensive multivendor services expertise to deliver custom, end-to-end network integration and management solutions. For more information, please see http://us.fujitsu.com/telecom, connect with us on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/company/fujitsu-network-communications, and follow us on Twitter@FujitsuFNC.

Software Engineer I/II Req# 1761
Embedded software development (ideally C++)
Bachelor or Master of Science in computer science or computer engineering
Familiar with real time or embedded OS (Linux, OSE)
Familiar with telecom protocols (OSPF, IS-IS, BGP, LMP, RSVP-TE.)
Projects involving SDN/NFV, Big Data Analytics a plus
Previous internship is desired

Product Line Manager (PLM) 1FINITY Req# 1701
Managing product releases that introduce new features, requirements for major and minor releases as identified in product roadmap
Manage and facilitate customer lab evaluations and demonstrations by working with Sales and Engineering to provide configuration and support for customer requirements.
Manage, facilitate, and work with engineering and end customers on customer field issues by giving technical product issue updates to customers and identifying ways to mitigate customer risk
Document technical information bulletins (TIBs), Method of Procedures (MOP’s), Product Change Notices (PCN), Manufacture Discontinue Notices (MDN), End of Life/Lifetime Buy requirements, etc to manage and disclose customer issues and updates to various product lines
Must have ability to present product overview presentations and product field issues/investigation updates to customers
BS in EE or Computer Science or technical equivalent degree necessary
Design & Sales System Engineer (DSSE) Future Req

This unique group is your window to Sales and launching point of a long career with Fujitsu. The group is comprised entirely of engineers with technical know-how and ability to understand customer’s business requirements and translate them into state-of-the-art telecommunication network solution offers using a variety of automated tools, applications and manual calculations combined with creative designs from the engineers.

Bachelors/Master’s degree in electrical engineering, software engineering, computer science, computer engineering or similar field.

Strong computer skills including Microsoft Excel, Word and PowerPoint and Basic Visio Software development skill or interest (VBA, JavaScript)

Software Engineer (Intern) Req# 1762
Develop software for embedded optical networking equipment
Currently pursuing a bachelor degree in Computer Science or Computer Engineering
C++, OOD, Real Time, OS, software management tools

Software DevOps (Intern) Req# 2161
Managing projects with an IDE, preferably Eclipse with SVN
XML, and their definition (.xsd) files
Different XML parser types - VTD, DOM, SAX
XSLT transforms, for merging and augmenting XML
Related working knowledge/experience with: Java, PTC Windchill, Creo, Cadence SPB, ADW, IPC-2581
Enovia PLMSupport projects by developing APPs and design tools

Information Security (Intern) Req# 1881

Assist experienced Information Security team with Incident response, Ticket monitoring and management Vulnerability assessments and remediation recommendations Forensics
Log monitoring and analysis
You will be assigned a project the direct guidance of the Information Security Manager or Director.
Pursuing Bachelors Information Technology or Computer Science with an emphasis in Information Security

Fujitsu is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action Employer of Minorities, Females, Individuals with Disabilities and Protected Veterans.